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Abstract: Neural Network (NN) recognizes biological information and it transfers the data from one neuron to
another neuron. Bio-electronic based circuits are one of the trusted upcoming technologies. In this paper a
hardware based implementation of a Neural Network is proposed for generating automatic test pattern. Based
on the hybrid based architecture of NN, two different methodologies were used in this work based on the usage
of hardware coding. This proposed system of the architecture is designed to realize the behavior of a biological
neuron in hardware, utilization of Linear Feedback Shift Register as input for neurons, generation of test
patterns and also shows how proposed neuron’s impulse is transmitted through the design. The design
architecture is described using VHDL code and targeted to XILINX Spartran II FPGA. 
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INTRODUCTION

A branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) outfits the
nature inspired algorithm called computational
intelligence. The aim of this intelligence is to find system
modeling, pattern recognition, series prediction and
optimization etc. The performance of brain stimulated the
creation of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as an
information processing system, which produces human
recognition models based on biological nervous systems.
Figure 1 show a biological neuron which consists of three
major parts including the cell body (soma), the axon and
the dendrite. The soma is connected to the dendrite of the Fig. 1:  Biological Neuron
neighboring neuron. A neuron communicates the signal
to the other neurons by firing an electric signal produced are passed between neurons through interface. Each
through a chemical reaction. The interface with the interface has an associated weight in a typical neural net
neighboring neurons, are referred as synapse. This action and multiplies the signal transmitted. Figure 2 shows that
is accomplished for learning, recalling and generating each neuron relates an activation function (usually
output corresponding to external signals. nonlinear) to its net input (sum of weighted input signals)

ANN has been developed for mathematical models of to determine its output signal. The output of the neuron
human cognition or neural biology, with the following is associated to the network input via a linear or nonlinear
assumptions. Information processing occurs in simple transformation. Basic Piecewise technique is suitable only
elements such as neurons, units, cells or nodes.  Signals for  less  area  but  not  for  delay reduction. This is also 
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Fig. 2: Transfer function of neurons

referred as” Transfer function”. The characteristics of
neural networks are the pattern connections between the
neurons (architecture) and the method of finding the
weights on the connections (training or learning
algorithms).

This NN promises hardware based approach to
generating test pattern automatically by using Linear
Feedback Shift Register. Two different methodologies are
used to utilize neural network in hardware based VHDL
coding.

Existing Methods: Utilization of neural network in VLSI
was focused by various literature surveys. Hopfield
neural networks [1] solve constraint problems using field
programmable gate array. Difficult optimization problems
can be resolved using this mathematical tool. The
problems that occurred were unrealistically trivial and
simple. If these method need to be more realistic, it
requires more number of FPGAs. Optimization does not
clear for more complex neural network problems. In feed
forward multilayer neural network, digital system
architecture is intended. The major issue deals with [2]
were weight storage. Genetic weight optimization
proposed in paper [3], which focused on feed forward
neural network. In general inherent parallelism, it requires
more clock cycles to predict its output. Multi valued
neuron was considered in paper [4]. Using multi-layer
architecture neural network is characterized along with
feed forward full connection nodes. The main issues were
less  heuristic   and  used  only  for  smaller  networks.
New architecture was designed with the help of test chip
known as SPIM in paper [5]. By doubling the tree width of
full multiplier IEEE rounding was achieved. When the data
becomes noisy or imperfect high grade of
interdependence occurs among the  functions  in  [6].
Multi layer perceptron achieves by mapping the input and
gives the desired output data. The error is measured using
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in paper [7].

To overcome some of the issues addressed by above
literature, generic and non- generic approaches are
considered by using the features of hardware language.
It requires less number of clock cycles to forecast its
output. In general look up table, the implementation was
faster and it consumes less silicon area. To achieve good
performance of area and delay uses hybrid method
(piecewise and general Look-Up-Table).

Proposed Method: Hybrid based technique in neural
network is approached in this paper by using the VHDL
features of generic and non-generic concepts. Generic
method approach is reusable and easily adaptable to any
neural network design. The notion of using this approach
is to declare the inputs, outputs and weights in terms of
array. Type declaration is also done in separate package
module for generic method. In non-generic approach, it is
adequate for specific small designs. The drawback of non-
generic approach is both inputs and outputs are specified
one by one in the design. Thus utilizing the feature of
hardware description language, NN can be adoptable for
automatic test pattern generation. Both VHDL based
pseudo code approach is given below. One of the major
differences in this method is input and weight will be
calculated commonly in generic method and not in non-
generic method. 

Method 1: Algorithm for VHDL Based Generic
Approach:

Declare generic inputs and outputs in array;
 Initialize the clock then
 When the clock is ‘1’ weight (1 to n × m-1) assign to ‘w’;
 n & m weights are assigned to test;
Initialize the inputs;
 Load accumulator value;
Multiply the accumulator;
 Loop l1:
 Initialize ‘i’ value: 1 to n;
 Load accumulator value;
Loop l2:
 Initialize ‘j’ value: 1 to m;
1.Input and weights are multiplied, then assign to product
value;
2.Shift the accumulator;
3.Adding the accumulator value and product value, then
assign to accumulator;
Overflow checking is done;
End loop
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Method 2: Algorithm for Vhdl Based Non-generic
Approach:

Declare non-generic inputs and output;
 Initialize the clock then
 When the clock is ‘1’ weight (1 to n × m-1) assign to ‘w’;
Initialize the inputs;
Multiply the accumulator; Fig. 3: Three Bit LFSR design
Loop l1:
 Initialize ‘i’ value: 1 to n;
 Load accumulator value;
Loop l2:
 Initialize ‘j’ value: 1 to m;
1.Input and weights are multiplied, then assign to product
value;
2.Shift the accumulator;
3.Adding the accumulator value and product value, then
assign to accumulator;
Overflow checking is done;
End loop;
n & m weights are assigned to the test;

The following given modules were considered for
VHDL based NN design in generating test patterns
automatically. These modules are common for both the
proposed methods.

Shift Register: Another type of sequential logic circuit is
the shift register, which transfers the binary data and it
shifts for every clock cycle. The data bits are fed to the
register in or out serially. The output from one latch is fed
to the input of next latch. It consists of various single bit
D-type data latches and driven by a single clock. There
are four modes and shift register operates in any one of it
and requires a set or reset conditions. 

Adder: Adder is a digital circuit, which implements the
addition of two binary numbers. These are not only used
in arithmetic logic units but it also used in processors.
Negative numbers are implemented by one’s or two’s
complement, referred to as adder-subtractor. 

Multiplier: Multiplier is a digital circuit, which performs
rapid multiplication of two binary numbers. Multipliers are
directly implemented in hardware.

Input for the NN is given by Linear feedback shift
register (LFSR) instead of giving separately one by one.
This     LFSR  design  has  output  in  linear  functions.
The input  bit  retains  its  previous  state  value.  It  can

Table 1: LFSR Polynomial Equations
2 bit polynomial X1+X+1
3 bit polynomial X +X +13 2

4 bit polynomial X +X +14 31

5 bit polynomial X +X +15 3

Table 2: Three bit LFSR Tap selection (0, 2)
Clk Q Q Q0 1 2

-- 0 0 1
1 1 0 0
2 1 1 0
3 1 1 1
4 0 1 1
5 1 0 1
6 0 1 0
7 0 0 1

perform exclusive- OR function of two or more flip-flops
outputs. Those outputs are fed back to one of the flip-flop
inputs. When the flip-flop outputs are loaded with the
initial value and when its clock is set, it will engender a
pseudorandom pattern of 0s and 1s. The maximal-length
of pseudorandom generation count is 2 -1. It does notn

generate when all the inputs are ‘0s’. Table 1 shows the
LFSRs bit representations with its polynomial equations.

Figure 3 shows 3-bit LFSR connection with its tap
selection at bit 0 and bit 2. When the clock is selected, it
initiates shift operation along with exclusive-OR in the
feedback path. In Table 2, at 7  clock pulse onwards theth

values will be repeated. XOR based LFSR operation is
done with different tap selections.

RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results of
the proposed method with VHDL based on two
approaches. This work is simulated with Modelsim tool
and targeted to Xilinx Spartan II FPGA. In Figure 4 the
simulation result of generic approach is shown. This
method also generates test pattern automatically from
LFSR (x) and produces the output with in a single clock.
The test pattern is executed at 9  clock pulse, since testth

pattern  is  the  product of weights of n & m. At 3  clockrd
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Fig. 4: Simulation result of Generic approach.

Fig. 5: Simulation result of Non- generic approach.

Fig. 6: Schematic view of Non - generic & Generic

pulse it generates output 1and in 6  clock pulse itth

generates output 1 & output 2 and at 9  clock pulse itth

generates all the outputs. 
Figure 5 shows the simulation result of non-generic

method with 3-bit LFSR as its input, named x1, x2 and x3.
Automatic test pattern input is executed at 9  clock pulse,th

since test pattern input is the product of n & m. At 3rd

clock pulse it generates output 1, 6  clock pulse itth

generates output 2 and so on. This is due to non- generic
method and it generates the output one by one at equal
interval of clock pulse

This proposed work is targeted to Xilinx Spartran II
FPGA. Figure 6 shows the schematic view of both non-
generic and generic approaches. Table 3 & 4 shows the
report summary of both generic and non- generic
approaches.

Table 3: Resource summary for Generic method
Macrocells used 127/256(50%)
Pterms used 496/896(56%)
Registers used 27/256(11%)
Pins used 34/80(43%)
Function block Inputs used 262/640(41%)

Table 4: Device utilization summary report for Non- Generic method
No: of Slices 115/768(14%)
No: of Slice Flip Flops 27/1536(1%)
No: of 4 input LUTs 195/1536(12%)
No: of IOs 34
No: of bonded IOBs 34/124(27%)
No: of GCLKs 1/8(12%)

CONCLUSION

Neural network based approach in VLSI hardware
design is one of the positive direction for future research.
This paper proposed hardware architecture of neural
network to utilize the behavior approach of human
biological neuron system into hardware. Usage of Linear
Feedback Shift Register as input for neurons and
automatic generation of test patterns were discussed in
this paper. These works also shows how proposed
neuron’s impulse is transmitted through the design using
hybrid technique, which results low delay and low area
overhead. Generic and non-generic based hardware
design feature is utilized. Proposed work was targeted to
Xilinx Spartran II FPGA and resoruce utilization is also
tabulated.
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